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Stakeholders

• ABOR
• OKED
• Libraries
• ASU Faculty
• Funding agencies
What is affected?

- Journal articles
- Syllabi, course notes, BB shells, etc. are already owned by the university
Proposal

• Faculty at ASU grant the university a license to make their work freely available;
• License is affirmed when Faculty sign their yearly NoA;
• Copyright is not transferred to ASU; author or journal retains copyright;
• Final, clean, accepted copy (not formatted by journal) is placed in ASU repository;
• Waivers of the license may be requested and must be granted;
• Works in the repository may be embargoed;
• Working with other university partners, the Libraries will work out a simple method for adding works into the repository.
Why are we doing this?

• Policy is statement of principle
• ASU’s mission